May 1, 2018

The following was sent to the KYAE listserv.

Below is information about the upcoming GED® Grad Day being hosted by GED Testing Service®. This is a great way to acknowledge your grads and generate excitement about your program. Let's have fun with this and show our Kentucky pride!

**On May 16th, congratulate your GED® grads at our virtual celebration.**

Thanks to guidance, preparation and encouragement from adult educators like you, even more students are receiving their GED®. Show them how proud you are of this life-changing achievement. Let’s celebrate together!

Join us for GED® Grad Day on Facebook on **Wednesday, May 16th**. Spread the word to test takers to be part of the fun and for recent grads to participate by sharing their excitement for what will come next in life.

We invite you to encourage grads to fill out a "**Time to Start**" card that can be printed from our toolkit and then take pictures of them holding up the card to post on Facebook using the **#GEDGradDay**.

We look forward to seeing your posts!

**RSVP on Facebook**
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